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To pick a book from Amazon Book's enormous mass of books can often be to pick a book out 
of a «whole lot of something»; you do not realy know what you get if you not know anything 
about a book in advance. I did not know anything about this book before I buyed it, but 
slowly by reading in it;  it turned out to be a great positive suprise .
It do not take long time until you understand that the book is screwed together in a to 
complex way for one crafter/artist/author to make alone. And the explanation  is that the 
author have 7-8 contributors as help with the texts and projects through the book as all have 
solid background in leather/jewelry making.
In general means leather jewelry a lot of decor, rivets, different kind of skin, styles and many 
both funny and interesting techniques to each project. It's a quite playfull art. And so is it 
with the project in this particular book as also have with a chapter about something called 
« Faux Bone», a poisen free PVC product as is ductile at 240-250 degrees. And by that is it a 
most interesting material , particular in leather/hide jewelery making.
All togheter have the book 98 pages. 14 of them only to introduce tools and equipment to 
make things with/ use in the workshop. And two pages in the end of the book as introduce the 
author and the contributors. As well theire netaddress. Something as make it easy to take 
contact with the crafters/artists if it is something you wonder on. It is a kind of  exstension of 
the content and a  adaptation of it in a world where it can be fare between physical workshops 
to visit. It is a innovative features. Otherwise is it a book with a topic as fit to all levels of 
leather jewelry interest humans. It can be brought on: www.amazonbook.com 
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